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1 Project
GPS tracks every user’s movement, creating thus an unlimited input of trajectories. Since
the GPS tracking systems are often slightly imprecise, filters exist which try to correct
these imprecisions to reconstruct the real trajectories. On the other hand, users’ trajectories
contain highly sensitive information which must be anonymized, and one common type of
anonymization technique is based on random noise addition. As one could think, if filters can
be used to correct GPS impressions, they can potentially be used to undo an anonymization
step based on random noise addition, reverting therefore any privacy guarantees.

2 Goal
The goal of this project is to analyze the possibility and potential of this attack against
such anonymization techniques. We are interested in understanding how the filters and noise
addition techniques work, how they are used to eliminate GPS location imprecisions and
how effectively they do so, and, more importantly, we are looking to provide an experimental
evaluation or formal proof showing if filters are capable of eliminating noise added by any
anonymization mechanism, or a subset of them. On the other hand, we will be also interested
in studying if we can find (or create) a noise-based mechanism with strong privacy guarantees
(such as differential privacy) that is secure against filtering attacks.

3 Starting References
[1] motivates and overviews the project’s setting. Chapter 1 in [2] provides includes a list of
different filters present in the state of the art for spatial trajectories. The Laplacian mechanism
of differential privacy is a known example of an anonymization technique based on noise
addition; they are defined in [3]. [4] provides a syntactic privacy notion and mechanism based
on spatial translation and very briefly talks about GPS imprecisions.
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